AMaaS Datasheet

Asset Management
as a Service (AMaaS)
with Rigby Capital

Our new Asset Management
service provides you with
a single view of your IT
portfolio — complete asset
level reporting functionality
via our ‘always-on’ online
portal, which can incorporate
physical, virtual, financial
and contractual aspects of
all your technology estate.
This means you have one-stop-shop
access to be able to view details
including age, original purchase
price or lease terms, in addition to
their configuration and location, plus
comprehensive monitoring including
tracking of your complete portfolio.

Core features

Single view of all assets with Asset Manager browser
Simple user interface providing intuitive search and view functionality
of all your assets across your IT ecosystem. The browser also provides
a variety of data reporting views depending on the function or
business need.
Hardware and software asset management
Simplified asset tracking and management via a central repository
providing an accurate view of your organisation’s IT infrastructure
and aligns associated costs. This enables our customers to manage
their end-to-end costs and asset depreciation, optimising TCO and
ROI, in order to be able to make more informed business-related
decisions and remain compliant.
Easy charge-back, including cloud-based assets
Ability to track and expense associated costs, including capital
and operational expenditure to relevant business units or cost
centres, which provides increased cost recovery and visibility
enabling future planning.
Centralised contract management, providing a financial view
of each asset
Simplification of your asset lifecycle management through the ability
to view the number, type, variety and complexity of IT assets under
contract management – from request and installation to retirement.
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What makes our service different?
 nbiased, brand and vendor neutral service regardless of
U
your original supplier or lessor — and which works across all
hardware and software solutions.
 dditional benefit of a dedicated contact to help complete
A
your initial set-up and data upload, along with ongoing support
should you ever need them.

For more information, talk to
your Rigby Capital Account Manager
or email us on:
assetmanagement@rigbycapital.com

 ariable pricing options — dependent on size of estate and
V
asset type, based on a ‘price per asset’ per month. Our pricing
is transparent — with an option to opt-in to AmaaS if you are
an existing Rigby Capital customer.

About us
Recognising that the IT market is in transition — not least in terms
of how businesses consume their IT services — Rigby Capital
was established in 2015 to help our customers benefit from the
economic impact of consumption-based technology service
solutions, alongside traditional IT financing solutions.
With an experienced team at the helm and backed by one of the
UK’s most trusted family-owned public-limited companies, Rigby
Capital prides itself on being commercially oriented, transparent
and unique in its approach by helping address the challenges

enquiries@rigbycapital.com

of our customers. The team at Rigby Capital specialises in asset
inclusive services payment structures and software aligned
subscription models.
In the relatively short time since its inception, customer demand
has validated the increasing requirement for this new approach
to technology financing, and we have already built up a wide
portfolio of customers across all industries and are working with
a growing number of business partners — with plans for
expansion into Europe.
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